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Migration and human mobility studies have experienced an
unprecedent era of accessibility to data and availability of
sophisticated methods to produce insights. Specifically,
big data (BD) and artificial intelligence (AI) provide a wide
range of empirical and theoretical inputs to understand
how and why people move and what the consequences of
this social event are. These new attempts to use BD and AI
to understand human mobility and migration are
promising and pioneering steps for migration research.
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This Special Issue covers a wide range of topics that
investigate the advance of BD and AI as a means to better
understand various aspects of migration. These topics
within the migration framework include (but are not
necessary limited to): harnessing BD for migration and
human mobility; case studies utilizing diﬀerent BD sources
(mobile phone, internet based, social media, remote
sensing, financial big data, etc.) and/or AI techniques;
developing indicators, predictive analytics, and forecasting
with BD and AI methodologies; improving gaps in
migration statistics with BD and/or AI techniques; bias in AI;
humanitarian use of BD and AI; conceptual and legal
aspects.
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Social Sciences is an international open access peerreviewed journal publishing the latest research across all
disciplines of the social sciences including anthropology,
criminology, economics, education, geography, history,
law, linguistics, political science, psychology, social policy,
social work, sociology and related areas. The journal is
especially interested in interdisciplinary research, and aims
to facilitate the interaction and communication between
diﬀerent social scientific disciplines. The journal welcomes
conventional length articles as well as shorter Research
Notes or short articles, as long as they meet the journal’s
standards of quality and originality.
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